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Creating a weather visualization with Gnuplot 

By Philipp K. Janert 

In this article, excerpted from Gnuplot in Action, we create a 

visualization indicating temperature, dew point, atmospheric 

pressure, visibility and wind speed and direction 

 

Imagine that you have been given a set of daily weather observations (the beginning of the 

file is shown in listing 1). We can see the day of the month, followed by the temperature (in 

Celsius) and the dew point*, cloud cover (in percent) and visibility (in miles—10 miles 

meaning unrestricted visibility). The last columns give the wind speed (in knots) and direction, 

the air pressure (in millibar) and its short-term trend (up or down). That’s a lot of data, and 

we’d like to present it both compactly and intuitively. 

*The dew point is the temperature at which water vapor in the air begins to condense. The 

dew point is always lower than or equal to the actual temperature, and the closeness of those 

two temperatures is a measure for the humidity in the air. 

 

Figure 1 All-in-one visualization of the data set in listing 1. Temperature and dew point in red, atmospheric 
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pressure and its trend with symbols, visibility with grey bars. Wind speed and direction across the top, cloud 

cover along the bottom. See listing 6.5 for the commands. 

Listing 1 Beginning of meteorological data for figure 1. See listing 2. (weather) 

# Day    Temp   Dew     Cloud   Visib   Wind    Direct  Press    Trend 

1 14.3   14      20      7       0       0       1007.6   dn 
2 14.3   14      80      2.5     7       0       1006.4   up 
3 13.8   14      70      10      6       150     1006.4   dn 
4 14.3   13.9    50      10      8       190     1009.6   -- 
5 14.3   13.9    10      10      6       170     1012     dn 
6 12.4   11.8    80      1.75    6       210     1008.2   up7        12.4   

11.5    90      2.5     3       190     1005.8   dn ... 

                

 

In figure 1, temperature and dew point are shown using continuous lines, pressure is 

shown using unconnected symbols (in millibars above 1000), and the symbols themselves 

indicate the most recently observed tendency: light triangles pointing upwards for rising 

tendency, and dark, downwards triangles for falling. Visibility, or rather restrictions to 

visibility, are shown as grey bars in the background—the shorter the remaining white area at 

the bottom of the graph, the shorter the visible range. Finally, wind is shown with vectors 

along the top, and cloud cover using circles along the bottom. The complete commands are 

given in listing 2. 
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Listing 2 Commands for figure 6.12 using data from listing 1 

set angle degrees unset  

key 

 
set bar 0          # disable whiskers on the errorbars  

set boxwidth .7    # fix width of candlesticks 

 
sym(s) = s eq 'up' ? "" : (s eq 'dn' ? "" : "") 
plot [0:32][0:18] "weather" u 1:($5+2):($5+2):(10+2):(10+2) w cand lc rgb 

"grey" fs solid, 
"" u 1:2:3:2 w yerrorlines pt 0 lt 1, 
"" u 1:(1):(0.4):(90-0.01*$4*359):(90) w circ lc rgb "blue" fs solid, 
"" u 1:(1):(0.4) w circ lc rgb "black", 
2 lc rgb 'dark-grey', 10+2 lc rgb 'dark-grey', 
"" u 1:(16) w p lt 2 pt 7 ps .75, 
"" u 1:(16):(.05*$6*cos(90-$7)):(.05*$6*sin(90-$7)) w vectors lw 2 lt 2 

nohead, 
"”" u 1:($8-1000):(sym(stringcolumn(9))) w labels 

This set of commands uses many of the concepts we have introduced previously. The plot 

command in this example is uncommonly complicated (including nine rather different 

quantities!). Here are a few pointers as you step through it: 

1. I use the candlestick style to draw the grey bars that indicate the visible range. 

This style is convenient, because it draws a box, all dimensions of which I can control 

explicitly. The whiskers have zero length. 

2. Gnuplot draws items onto the graph in the order in which they appear in the plot 

command. For this reason, it is important that the visibility comes first: the grey bars 

should be in the background and not obscure any of the other plot elements. 

3. The yerrorlines style comes in handy for drawing the temperature and the dew 

point. 

4. Next come the circle segments for the cloud cover. There is a little math to account for 

the fact that gnuplot measures angles counter-clockwise from the horizontal axis, but 

we expect angles to increase clockwise from the “twelve o’clock” position. The filled pie 

slices are drawn first, the empty black circles that provide a “rim” for each symbol are 

drawn afterwards, so that they are visually in front. 

5. Next, follow two horizontal lines that visually divide the graph. This part of the plot 

command could also have come earlier or later. 

6. Next come the wind speed and direction indicators. First, a circular symbol 

(pointtype 7) is drawn to indicate the origin of each vector—this is important if the 
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wind speed is so low that the vector itself has zero length. Then follows the vector, 

again adjusting the angles to be measured clockwise from the top, rather than counter-

clockwise from the right. I suppress the arrow head using nohead: because the origin 

of each arrow is already clearly marked, there is no need to clutter the graph by 

drawing explicit heads. 

7. Finally, the symbols are drawn for the pressure. Here, I make use of the ability to use a 

single character as a plotting symbol. Moreover, I use some symbols from the 

“geometric shapes” section of the Unicode standard: the light upwards triangle can be 

found at code point U+25b3, the filled downwards triangle at U+25bc, and the 

“bullseye” character has code point U+25cd. The latter has been chosen to be as 

neutral as possible, compared to the other two symbols (no angles, and of intermediate 

visual weight, due to the inner circle on an unfilled background). 

The sym(s) function consists of two nested conditional operators, and converts the 

strings used in the data file to the characters used in the plot. It is necessary to use the 

stringcolumn(i) function here because the $9 short-cut is not available in this 

evaluation context. Remember also that stringcolumn(i) takes a numeric argument: the 

position of the column from which a value should be taken.  

Figure 1 is certainly impressive, and so are the details of listing 2—but remember that 

most graphs (and commands) are much, much simpler! 

More important is the question of whether figure 1 actually succeeds in its visualization 

task. Here are some things to think about: 

 The graph packs a lot of information into a relatively compact space. The middle 

section is shared by three totally different quantities, but because they are represented 

using different visual cues (lines, symbols, and filled regions), their interference is 

reduced. The amount of information encoded in the different symbols used to represent 

pressure readings seems too high: I find it difficult to get an intuitive sense of the 

behavior of the air pressure from this graph. 

 The dew point is represented particularly well, I think. The absolute value of the dew 

point is less relevant than its distance to the actual temperature, and it is precisely this 

distance that is emphasized by the vertical error lines. The continuous lines used for 

the ambient temperature highlights the actual values. 

 For the visibility data, I wanted to stress the reduction in visibility, represented by the 

grey bars intruding from above, possibly leaving only a small, unobscured “visible 

region” at the bottom of the graph. Although good in concept, I don’t think this idea 

works well in practice: simply drawing the visual range with lines would have been 

clearer. 

 Both the wind and the cloud cover visualizations represent their underlying data 

“intuitively”: we can, literally, see “which way the wind blows.” It would have been 
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weird using with lines to indicate the wind direction! Nevertheless, the 

visualization of the wind speed and direction has a couple of problems: 

1. Although we have a relative sense for the wind speed, there is no indication of its 

numerical range—if you are trying to land a plane, that matters a lot! And if the wind 

speed is high and the direction variable, the arrows will have a tendency to obscure 

each other. (That this is not an issue here is solely a consequence of this particular data 

set.) 

2. One last problem: although we have good numerical tic marks for the temperature and 

dew point values, things are less clear for the visibility and pressure readings. A single 

axis is not enough to represent quantities which have such totally different numerical 

ranges. 
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